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Webpage segmentation is the basic building block for a wide range of webpage analysis methods. The rapid

development of Web technologies results in more dynamic and complex webpages, which bring new chal-

lenges to this area. To improve the performance of webpage segmentation, we propose a two-stage segmenta-

tion method that can combine visual, logic, and semantic features of the contents on a webpage. Specifically,

we devise a new model to measure the similarities of the elements on webpages based on both visual layout

and logic organization in the first stage, and we propose a novel block regrouping method using semantic

statistics and visual positions in the second stage. This two-stage method can effectively conduct webpage

segmentation on complicated and dynamic webpages. The performance and accuracy of the method are ver-

ified by comparing with two existing webpage segmentation methods. The experiment results show that the

proposed method significantly outperforms the existing state of the art in terms of higher precision, recall,

and accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The presentation of a webpage aims to deliver coherent information to end-users. Most browsers
use the way similar to Document Object Model (DOM) to render a webpage, causing the users
to subconsciously segment a webpage into different functional regions, e.g., header, footer, left
navigation menu bar, etc., indicated by the red boundaries in Figure 1. With DOM, a webpage
document is treated as a tree structure wherein each node is a DOM element representing a part
of the document, e.g., a fragment of HyperText Markup Language (HTML) for a webpage. Web-
page segmentation is the basic building block for webpage analysis and processing applications.
A typical application is the webpage reconstruction. With proper segmentation, webpages de-
signed for desktop screens can be automatically reconstructed for mobile devices with smaller
screens [2]. Another application that can benefit from webpage segmentation is the webpage
information crawling, because with a proper segmentation, only important regions of a web-
page can be retained during the course of webpage crawling, which can improve the crawling
performance.

Webpage designers are used to writing the source code of a webpage according to its layout.
The contents that are logically related or positioned cohesively are therefore grouped into the same
DOM element in the source code of a webpage. This kind of correlation and cohesion have been
used as an important feature for webpage segmentation. However, the front-end technologies of
webpage design have rapidly developed, and new dynamic frameworks have been increasingly
introduced, like ExtJs [14] and React [23]. Webpages are now organized in a more flexible and
varying manner. This undermines the correlation and cohesion nature of webpage contents, mak-
ing webpage segmentation a more challenging task to perform. In addition, due to rich content
types, the texts on webpages are often scattered in the DOM element as short sentences or phrases,
which makes webpage analysis using semantic methods very difficult.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose a two-stage webpage segmentation
method. In Stage 1, a new model is proposed to measure the similarity between webpage con-
tent by taking into account both the visual features and the logic features of contents. Based on
the similarity matrix of webpage contents, DBSCAN [12] is adapted to cluster the elements of a
webpage into bigger informative content blocks. In Stage 2, the blocks obtained from Stage 1 that
are positioned cohesively and show similar statistics of semantic features are regrouped together
and are fed into the segmentation process. By using this two-stage method, the challenges from
both DOM structure complication and short texts can be effectively resolved. To evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed method, we use three public datasets and compare our method with two
existing state-of-the-art works. The experiment results demonstrate that the proposed method can
achieve better performance.

The main contributions of this article can be summarized as follows:

• A two-stage webpage segmentation method that can combine visual, logic, and semantic
features of contents is proposed. The method uses the clustering as the first stage to gen-
erate preliminary layouts that can provide more stable semantic features for the semantic
regrouping in the second stage. With the preliminary layouts, the challenges due to short
text analysis can be overcome, and the accuracy of semantic regrouping can be improved.
This two-stage process can combine the strengths of the two different approaches in the
corresponding two stages to effectively conduct webpage segmentation on complicated and
dynamic webpages.

• We develop a new model to measure the similarities between the elements on a webpage for
clustering in the first stage. The model considers both visual layout and logic organization
as the features, which can reflect both the visual reading of human readers and the logic
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Fig. 1. A webpage segmentation example.

organizing process from webpage designers. By aggregating these features, the model can
effectively neutralize the irregularity of the DOM structures.

• We propose a semantic regrouping process to aggregate semantic features into webpage
segmentation. The regrouping employs the statistics of semantic features based on the re-
sults of clustering and can improve the accuracy of the webpage segmentation.

• The performance of the proposed method is evaluated by comparing with that of existing
studies based on three public datasets. The experiment results show that our proposed two-
stage method outperforms two other existing webpage segmentation methods, VIPS [6] and
Block-o-matic [24], in terms of higher precision, recall and accuracy.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the challenges of webpage seg-
mentation in detail. Section 3 presents related work. In Section 4, the two-stage webpage segmen-
tation method is proposed. In Section 5, experiment results are conducted to evaluate the efficiency
and performance of the developed method. Section 6 discusses the limitation and future possibility
of the work. Section 7 concludes this study.

2 CHALLENGES

With the rapid development of Web technologies, webpages have been becoming more interactive
and showing more diversified types of contents. For example, many webpages transform slides
into multiple images automatically. Besides traditional text and images, many webpages introduce
online videos as main contents or advertisements. The traffic of online videos have therefore be-
come a major part of Internet traffic. The interactive and heterogeneous types of contents bring
brand new challenges for webpage segmentation, as summarized below.

New Web technologies challenge traditional webpage source code analysis methods signifi-
cantly. Webpages are coded in HTML, which is a kind of interpreted language. The designers
are used to directly writing HTML, and the resulting source codes contain the contents and de-
sign logic that are the basic components that the webpage source code analysis needs to work on.
However, with the rapid development of front-end technologies like HTML5, webpages not only
present static text information but also have dynamic contents, like interactive Web services and
webpage streaming videos. Webpages are inevitably becoming more complicated and dynamic. To
improve the efficiency of webpage creation, the construction process of webpages becomes more
like traditional program development, like C and Java. For example, ExtJS [14] is a pure JavaScript
application framework for building interactive cross-platform webpages. Instead of directly de-
signing and coding, webpages are compiled and generated by templates in the ExtJS framework.
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Fig. 2. An example of a webpage.

The source codes of webpages is more like machine language codes for Web browsers, which
are compiled from frameworks, instead of being written by developers. Furthermore, because of
auto-generation, webpages may contain many hidden redundant structures, which make them un-
readable by developers. The usage of front-end frameworks therefore undermines the usability of
source codes in webpage segmentation.

Even though source codes of webpages are not suitable for analysis, webpages after being ren-
dered by browsers aim to fit for people to read, which contain useful visual information for web-
page analysis. Therefore, in Section 4.3, the visual features of rendered webpages will be introduced
into the analysis.

Another important kind of feature for webpage analysis is the semantic feature. However, due
to the wide variety of content types and layouts of webpages, the long text of a webpage content
is often shortened or scattered, which challenges semantic analysis. New Web technologies (e.g.,
HTML5) make it possible for webpages to contain more diversified types of content and to be
presented in different forms including lists, image slides, navigation bars, and many other ways.
The text of a webpage can be partitioned into small pieces due to this content richness. For example,
as Figure 2 shows, the webpage is partitioned into short pieces in the source code of this webpage.
To prove this further, we conducted a straightforward statistic analysis on webpages from the
public dataset [10, 11]. The results are shown in Figure 3, which presents the distribution of the
number of text characters in DOM elements. The result indicates that 80% elements contain fewer
than 25 text characters, emphasizing that most of the elements only contain short sentences. With
short sentences, semantic analysis can be undermined. The example below demonstrates the effect
of short texts on semantic analysis and illustrates the difficulty in understanding of short texts [17].

Example 1 (Ambiguity in Text Segmentation).

• “April in Paris lyrics” vs “vacation April in Paris”
• “book hotel California” vs “hotel California eagles”
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Fig. 3. The distribution of the number of text characters in DOM elements.

A short sentence can often be segmented into multiple ways. In Example 1, the same phrase
“April in Paris” is partitioned into different sentences. In Reference [20], the webpage segmenta-
tion problem is regarded as a Densitometric Problem, where the work uses the block text density
calculated as follows to solve a 1D-partitioning task.

Example 2 (Ambiguity in Semantic Statics).

ρ (bx ) =
t (bx )

l (bx )
, (1)

where t (bx ) is the number of tokens in bx , and l (bx ) is the number of lines in bx . The token is a
variant of the notion of “word,” which is any contiguous sequence of non-whitespace characters.

This density performs better on long articles that contain many well-aligned lines. However, as
the formula shows, the density can be easily biased when the number of lines in bx is small.

Therefore, in Section 4.4, instead of directly using the semantic feature for webpage segmenta-
tion, a two-stage analysis process is devised. It uses the clustering method to obtain longer texts
in the first stage, from which the more stable semantic features can be acquired and used in the
second stage.

3 RELATED WORK

There are several areas related to webpage structure analysis, like webpage segmentation [4, 8, 20],
content extraction [15, 28], and template detection [3, 7, 26]. The work most related to this article
fall into webpage segmentation. Categorized by methodologies, there are two different approaches:
heuristic [8, 20] and machine learning [2, 4].

The first approach uses heuristic algorithms and follows certain rules to partition webpages.
Kohlschuter and Nejdl [20] explored semantic features of webpages and turned the segmentation
problem into a 1D-partitioning problem. Chen et al. [9] grouped all blocks into five types, including
header, footer, left sidebar, right sidebar, and main content. Cai et al. [6] used heuristic rules to
recursively segment blocks into smaller blocks. Webpages are no longer static texts and images
only that are aligned into some basic format templates but contain dynamic contents with no fixed
format restrictions. For example, ExtJs [14] allows designers to build webpages just like mobile
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applications, where the framework only needs one element working as a container on a webpage,
and the actual contents are loaded asynchronously and generated automatically.

As to machine learning approaches [29], Bing et al. [4] proposed a WebPageSegmentation-graph
structure to represent segmentation schemes, and built a training framework based on support
vector machine. In Reference [21], the visual information is obtained using the Vision-based Page
Segmentation (VIPS) algorithm and the content information is acquired using a pre-trained naïve
Bayes classifier. The method uses visual information to split webpages into small elements and
then uses content information to form bigger blocks.

Most of existing works rely on DOM structures as the basic roadmaps and use DOM nodes to
extract or organize contents. However, the performance of these methods can be restricted by
the shortcomings of the DOM structure itself. The complicated DOM structure leads to short text
contents that are hard to extract useful features. In addition, a large number of DOM nodes can
cause significant computing resource cost, as well as data labeling efforts, which may undermine
the usability of machine learning approaches.

There are also several commercial products in use. One of the most popular applications is Ev-
erNote Web Clipper [13]. EverNote is a cross-platform application designed for note taking, orga-
nizing, and archiving, which has a large base of clients all over the world. EverNote Web Clipper
is a browser plug-in to automatically segment webpages and extract major articles or contents.
The extension can present the most important contents on a webpage without any distraction
from advertisements or menus. Its segmentation approach is based on a scoring mechanism. The
application identifies DOM nodes and uses multiple criteria to score these nodes. For instance,
one node that has some meaningful identities may gain scores, and the nodes with only a few
texts may lose scores. In a webpage, the DOM node that has the highest score may contain major
articles. This kind of approach may perform great on article-like webpages that contain a main
piece but may not be suitable for a portal-like page that contains a large number of columns and
links.

4 THE PROPOSED WEBPAGE SEGMENTATION APPROACH

In this section, we elaborate the proposed two-stage webpage segmentation approach that can
aggregate visual, logic and semantic features.

Stage 1 is a preliminary clustering process with visual and logic features. The logic feature (e.g.,
DOM structure) represents the organization of webpages and reflects the logic of webpage design.
The visual features (e.g., the element layouts of rendered webpages) provide information from the
perspective of human readers, which can reduce the interference to DOM structure from multiple
content types and interactive elements. Stage 2 is semantic regrouping based on the results from
Stage 1. With preliminary clustering in Stage 1, semantic analysis can obtain more stable semantic
features from webpages. The regrouping introduces semantic features into segmentation, which
can further improve the performance of webpage segmentation.

In what follows, we begin with an overview that shows the workflow of the proposed approach,
and then we discuss each stage separately.

4.1 Overview

Figure 4 describes the overall workflow for the proposed webpage segmentation approach. The
URLs of target webpages are provided as the input. Besides pre-processing, the segmentation pro-
cess is divided into two major stages, where Stage 1 is Modeling and Clustering, and Stage 2 is
Semantic Regrouping.

The pre-process consists of three steps: rendering, extracting, and filtering. To avoid the ef-
fect of dynamic scripts on webpage contents, PhantomJS, a web browser framework, is used to
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Fig. 4. An overview of the proposed two-stage webpage segmentation approach.

execute scripts and render webpages. By injecting well-designed JavaScript codes into the rendered
webpages, we are able to extract contents, formats, and structures all together. The extracted web-
page elements are then filtered to remove unwanted content types, such as online videos, invisible
elements, and overlapped elements. After filtering, the remaining webpage elements become the
inputs of the two stages of webpage segmentation.

In the Modeling and Clustering (i.e., Stage 1) of webpage segmentation, in order to segment
webpages with the aim of fitting human reading habits, we propose a model to measure the simi-
larities of the elements on webpages based on visual layout and logic organization, which can be
used to cluster webpage elements.

Visually, since people tend to move sight continuously while reading, related or similar con-
tents are often arranged together on webpages to facilitate the reading. However, the contents
on webpages are also compact, which makes distinguishing various contents difficult. Logically,
webpage developers usually use DOM trees to organize contents, representing the relationship
between webpage contents, but the new dynamic front-end framework development mentioned
in Section 3 undermines the accuracy of this analysis approach. Our approach is to aggregate
both visual and logical features into the model to measure the similarity between DOM elements
on webpages. These features can complement each other and thus improve the clustering perfor-
mance. Based on the model, the similarities between elements can be calculated, and a well-known
clustering method, Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [12],
is adapted to cluster elements into bigger blocks. In webpage segmentation, the number of blocks
is uncertain, and there can be quite amount of noise, like floating advertisements. DBSCAN does
not require to set the number of clusters, and it is able to filter out noise data points, which is
therefore a good fit for our problem.

In the Semantic Regrouping (i.e., Stage 2) of webpage segmentation, we employ a semantic
statistical characteristic: text density, i.e., the number of words within a particular two-dimensional
area. According to Reference [20], webpages often arrange related contents into similar formats,
including text density, in order to guarantee the consistence of reading experience.

If two adjacent blocks obtain similar text density, the blocks can be regrouped together, to ag-
gregate related contents into the same blocks. Since this stage is based on the results of Stage 1,
the accuracy of text statistics can be improved with bigger blocks and longer texts. In addition,
this regrouping process can add semantic features into segmentation.
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Table 1. Summary of Key Notations

Parameter Explanation

P A webpage
G A DOM tree for a webpage
ni DOM elements on webpages
(ti , li ,wi ,hi ) Visual position (top, left,width,heiдht )
dv Visual distance among DOM elements
dl Logic distance among DOM elements
S The similarity function for DOM elements
α Parameters in similarity models
MinPts The minimal number of neighbors for identifying cores in DBSCAN
ϵ The distance limit of neighbors in DBSCAN

The remainder of this section describes more details of the pre-processing and the two stages of
the proposed webpage segmentation approach. Table 1 provides a reference for the major notations
used in this section.

4.2 Pre-processing: Rendering, Extracting, and Filtering

The first design consideration of a webpage segmentation system is how to extract content from a
webpage and how to pre-process the extracted content for the subsequent segmentation algorithm.

With current highly complicated webpages, there can be a large amount of irrelevant contents,
like hidden elements and dynamic scripts. These contents can significantly affect the analysis
results.

A well-designed pre-processing can greatly improve the performance of webpage segmentation.
To achieve this, we divide the pre-processing into three steps: rendering, extracting, and filtering.

Rendering. The source code of a webpage may change after it is being rendered, because most
of webpages contain executable scripts like JavaScripts that are executed during the process of
rendering and may load new contents from servers or change the formats of elements. For ex-
ample, when using ExtJS, all information and content displayed on webpages are loaded during
being rendered by scripts, and there are only few elements as containers in original source codes.
Furthermore, without being rendered in a browser, it is difficult to acquire the formats of elements,
like their positions. We utilize PhantomJS [16], a browser framework, to render webpages and ex-
tract content. PhantomJS is a headless WebKit scriptable with a JavaScript API. With PhantomJS,
we build a lightweight browser to open URLs and render webpages, which can execute all scripts
on webpages and provide the same version as human readers see in a browser like Chrome.

Extracting. Besides rendering, PhantomJS also allows us to inject outside scripts into webpages
and execute them. Dedicated scripts are designed to analyze webpages and extract information,
including texts, structures, and the formats of elements. The extracted information of a webpage
element is:

• Visual position on the webpage and its size.
• Logical position on the DOM structure, which is an element sequence from itself to its

parent element, and until the root elements of the webpage, like tr .21, td .20, div .10, body.1
• Semantic features, like the number of words in elements.

All the information is used in the following segmentation as features.
Filtering. There are several kinds of webpage elements that need to be filtered before segmen-

tation, which can be summarized as follows:
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• The types of contents that are not considered in the segmentation, like online videos.
• Extra elements, like invisible elements or contents positioned outside the webpage.
• The extra nested DOM structures of elements are merged.

4.3 Stage 1: Modeling and Clustering

Stage 1 is to model and cluster webpage elements by using visual and logic features, which aims
to form informative content blocks for Stage 2. A similarity model is first proposed to measure the
similarities between webpage elements.

On a webpage, with the similarity of every pair of elements, a clustering method DBSCAN is
adapted to cluster elements into blocks.

4.3.1 Similarity Model. Like other webpage segmentation methods [4, 20], the similarity model
is under the following basic assumptions:

• Visually, contents that are close to each other may have strong relations.
• Logically, contents that are close in the DOM structure may have strong relations.

With these assumptions, we consider two types of distance in the model: visual distance and logic
distance.

Visual Distance. In webpages, every element ni can be visually described as a rectangle
(ti , li ,wi ,hi ). (ti , li ) is the position coordinate of the top-left corner of the element. wi and hi are
the width and the height. The visual distance dv between two elements can be transformed into
the distance between two rectangles.

Definition 4.1 (Visual Distance). For a given webpage P , two elements ni ,nj ∈ G are on the web-
page. The visual distance can be defined as:

dv = dx + dy , (2)

where dx is the horizontal distance, and dy is the vertical distance, which are defined as follows.

dx (ni ,nj ) =

{
0 (li − lj ) (li +wi − lj −w j ) ≤ 0

min( |li − lj |, |li +wi − lj −w j |) (li − lj ) (li +wi − lj −w j ) > 0
(3)

dy (ni ,nj ) =

{
0 (ti − tj ) (ti + hi − tj − hj ) ≤ 0

min( |ti − tj |, |ti + hi − tj − hj |) (ti − tj ) (ti + hi − tj − hj ) > 0
(4)

This distance model obtains the following features that are fit for clustering.

• Commutative. dv (ni ,nj ) = dv (nj ,ni )
• Consecutive. With two fixed-size rectangles, if the relative position of them changes con-

tinuously, the defined distance between them also changes continuously.

Δ = (Δt ,Δl , 0, 0) (5)

lim |Δ |→0dv (ni ,nj + Δ) = dv (ni ,nj ) (6)

Logic Distance. DOM can represent the designers’ intention of how elements are organized.
How elements are structured in the DOM of a webpage can show the logic relations between
elements, which can be used as an indicator to segment elements.

With DOM, the elements on a webpage can be structured into a tree shown in Figure 5. The
logic position of an element is therefore its position on the tree structureG, and the logic distance
can be defined as follows.
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Fig. 5. DOM structure and tree.

Definition 4.2 (Logical Distance). For a given webpage P and its DOM tree G, logical distance
dl (ni ,nj ) is the length of the shortest path between ni and nj in G.

In Figure 5, the red path between 〈a〉 and 〈li〉 is formed by 3 edges, so dl (〈a〉, 〈li〉) = 3.
With Definitions 4.1 and 4.2, the similarity model can be established, which contains both visual

and logic features. Visual distance is measured in pixels, but logic distance is in the number of
layers, which need some form of normalization to unify these two features. We transform logic
distance, the distance on the DOM tree, into the scale visual distance by a ratio parameter.

Definition 4.3 (Element Similarity). For a given webpage P and two elements ni ,nj ∈ P , the sim-
ilarity between the two elements can be defined as:

S (ni ,nj ) = dv (ni ,nj ) + αdl (ni ,nj ), (7)

where dv is the visual distance, and dl is the logic distance between elements from Definitions 4.1
and 4.2. α is a ratio parameter between visual distance and logic distance, which can determine
the weight of these two kinds of distance. α depends on the webpage P . Based on experiments and
empirical studies, α can be defined as:

α =
wP

dP
, (8)

where wP is the page width of P , and dP is the depth of the DOM structure of P . In the method,
the width of a webpage wP is regarded as a basic visual distance based on human reading habit.
By defining α by Equation 8, the dimension of S can be the same as dv for clustering. Based on
Equations (7) and (8), when dv between elements is small, which means that elements are close,
dl plays a more important role for distinguishing and clustering. When dv is large, which means
that elements are apart, the weight of dl is reduced in clustering, because people can distinguish
the elements visually in this situation.

This similarity model is aimed to take both visual and logic features of web contents into con-
sideration and avoid biased results. Using Definition 4.3, the similarity of every pair of elements
on a webpage can be calculated, which can form the similarity matrix of this webpage. The matrix
is then used as the input of clustering process below.

4.3.2 Clustering. With the similarity matrix of webpages, the cluster methods that employ node
pairwise similarity can be used to group elements into bigger informative blocks. We choose the
well-designed DBSCAN, which is a density-based clustering algorithm. It groups together points
that are closely packed together, and marks outlier points that lie alone in low-density regions.
For the paper to be self-contained, the DBSCAN algorithm is summarized into the following
steps:
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• Find the MinPts neighbors of every point, and identify core points;
• Find the connected components of core points;
• Assign non-core points to nearby clusters within distance ϵ ; otherwise, treat them as noise.

There are several key parameters, that need to be configured to fit the webpage segmentation:

• MinPts = 1. Since during the pre-processing the elements on webpages have already been
filtered based on types, visibility, and relation, MinPts is set to a small value to make sure
that only elements isolated from all other elements are defined as noise to avoid missing
the elements with useful texts.

• ϵ = wP

2 . ϵ can be tuned to adjust the granularity of clustering. In this case, ϵ controls the
distance threshold to cluster elements together. We assume that if the distance between two
elements on a webpage is more than half the width of a webpage, the elements are more
likely not related.

4.4 Stage 2: Semantic Regrouping

After Stage 1, original webpage elements are transformed into bigger informative blocks that con-
tain much more stable semantic features than before. In this stage, we utilize semantic features to
regroup blocks further, which can solve irregularity issues in Stage 1.

We modify the text density features from Formula 2 and make it fit for our problem.

Definition 4.4 (Text Density). For a given webpage P , an element ni (ti , li ,wi ,hi ) ∈ G is on the
webpage. Text Density can be defined as:

ρ (ni ) =
ci

wiḣi

, (9)

where ci is the number for text characters inni . Furthermore, the difference of text density between
two elements can be calculated as follows:

difft (ni ,nj ) =
|ρ (ni ) − ρ (nj ) |

max (ρ (ni ), ρ (nj ))
(10)

The basic idea is to regroup nearby blocks with similar text density together, and the details
of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, there are two key thresholds, Visual
Distance Limit limv and Text Density Difference Limit limt . These thresholds can be set as follows:

limv =
wP

dP
(11)

limt = 0.1 (12)

As we have mentioned before, the thresholds are based on the assumption of human reading habit
and empirical study. We assume that the two blocks with the distance more than limv apart, or
the two texts with the density difference more than limt , are different.

After pre-processing, Stages 1 and 2, visual, logical, and semantic features are all aggregated to-
gether. Figure 6 shows the webpages segmented by the proposed method, where the blue and red
lines are the borders of blocks. By splitting the segmentation process into two stages, the seman-
tic features can be extracted more accurately due to the bigger blocks and longer text sentences
and can thus be used to achieve better performance on webpage segmentation. Figure 6 demon-
strates the results intuitively. Section 5 will conduct the evaluation on the proposed method by
experiments.
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Fig. 6. Segmentation examples.

ALGORITHM 1: Semantic Regrouping

Function Regrouping
Input: Informative Block Array B, Visual Distance Limit limv , Text Density Difference Limit limt

Output: Regrouping Blocks Array B′

while True do

loop← True;

for i ← 1 to B.lenдth do

for j ← i + 1 to B.lenдth do

if dv (Bi ,Bj ) < limv and difft (Bi ,Bj ) < limt then

Bi ←MergeBlock(Bi ,Bj );

loop← False;

end

end

end

if loop then

Break;

end

end

B′ ← B;

End

Function MergeBlock
Input: Informative Block Bx ,By

Output: A Informative Block Bout

bottom ←max (Bx .top + Bx .heiдht ,By .top + By .heiдht );

Bout .top ←min(Bx .top,By , top);

Bout .heiдht ← bottom − Bout .top;

riдht ←max (Bx .left + Bx .width,By .left + By .width);

Bout .left←min(Bx .left,By , left);

Bout .width ← riдht − Bout .left;

Bout .textLen ← Bx .text + By .text ;

End

5 EVALUATION

To investigate its effectiveness, the proposed method is extensively evaluated against the real pub-
lic datasets. The experiment results are transformed into various analysis against different metrics,
which provide useful insights. To show its merits, the method is compared with two existing well-
designed solutions.
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Table 2. The Statistics of Each Dataset

Dataset Number of Webpages Average Number of Blocks Average Number of Texts
Dpop 70 12.59 9,117
Dr and 82 8.46 4,084
Dnew 50 18.96 9,156

5.1 Dataset

Three public datasets are used in the evaluation of the proposed solution. The datsets consist of
the homepages of websites.

• Dpop , a public segmentation dataset [10] that contains 70 homepages of popular websites
collected in 2014, including the labeled ground truth for segmentation.

• Dr and , a public segmentation dataset [11] that contains 82 homepages of random websites
collected in 2014, including the labeled ground truth for segmentation.

• Dnew , a dataset that contains the homepages of websites from Alexa Topsites 50 [1] collected
in September 2017. After collecting the webpages, many people, for cross validation, viewed
these webpages and labeled webpage elements closeness or apartness based on instinct and
reading habit.

These datasets aim to reveal the pattern of how humans can segment content on webpages while
browsing.

Table 2 shows the statistics of the three datasets, including the scale of datasets, the average
number of blocks in the ground-truth segmentation, and the average number of texts of webpages
in each dataset. It indicates that webpages from Dnew possess the most complicated layouts, and
Dr and contains the simplest webpages, which is the same as we mentioned in Section 2.

Because all webpages of these three datasets are collected from a real-world environment with
actual application values, they often contain a large variety of content types. Thus, they are suit-
able to be used to thoroughly evaluate how the proposed method performs with type-rich respon-
sive webpages. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method, the originally manually
labeled ground truth provided by each dataset will be used.

5.2 The Comparison Methods

To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed solution, we choose two existing and widely used
webpage segmentation methods:

• BoM [24], which is based on a hybrid approach for scanned document segmentation and
visual-based content segmentation. The segmentation process is divided into three phases:
analysis, understanding, and reconstruction of a web page.

• VIPS [6], which recursively segments webpages into blocks based on preset rules. An open-
source implementation [27] of VIPS is utilized for comparison, which has been used in other
related studies [5, 30]. In VIPS, a parameter pDoC (permitted Degree of Coherence) that
controls the granularity is set to 8 (out of 10) as the default setting of the tool. This setting
can show a fine granularity that can extract visual blocks consisting of visually indivisible
contents.

5.3 Evaluation Metrics

The precision, recall, and Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) will be used as the key metrics for evaluation.
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Table 3. An Example for Illustrating the ARI Calculation

X\Y Y1 Y2 . . . Ys Sums
X1 n11 n12 . . . n1s a1

X2 n21 n22 . . . n2s a2

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

Xr nr 1 nr 2 . . . nr s ar

Sums b1 b2 . . . bs

Table 4. The Experiment Results on Each Dataset

Dpop Dr and

Correct Precision Recall ARI Correct Precision Recall ARI
BoM 2.78 30.5% 26.1% 0.452 2.55 30.8% 33.0% 0.473
VIPS 2.78 23.7% 26.2% 0.420 1.97 27.8% 26.4% 0.371
Our Method 5.62 38.1% 40.2% 0.530 3.74 41.9% 44.8% 0.531

Dnew Total
Correct Precision Recall ARI Correct Precision Recall ARI

BoM 5.62 30.7% 21.7% 0.426 3.35 31.2% 28.3% 0.458
VIPS 6.42 20.8% 24.8% 0.418 3.26 25.3% 26.2% 0.405
Our Method 5.64 39.9% 39.2% 0.478 5.03 39.9% 42.4% 0.518

• Precision is the measure of quality that is defined as the number of retrieved correct results
out of all generated results.

• Recall is the measure of quantity that is defined as the number of retrieved correct results
out of all ground truth.

• Adjusted Rand Index. The accuracy of the proposed methods can be verified by ARI [18].
Rand index is to measure the coherence between the actual clustering result and the ground
truth, by counting pairs of elements on which they both agree [22]. ARI is a corrected-for-
chance version of the Rand when a clustering result is identical to the ground truth, ARI
equals to 1.0. The larger the ARI value is, the better the accuracy of the solution is. ARI can
be calculated as follows.

Given a set S of n elements, and two clusterings, namely X = X1,X2, . . . ,Xr and Y =
Y1,Y2, . . . ,Ys , the overlap between X and Y can be presented in a table [ni j ], as shown in
Table 3, where ni j = |Xi ∩ Yj |
The ARI can then be expressed as:

ARI =

∑
i j

(
ni j

2

)
− [
∑

i

(
ai

2

) ∑
j

(
bj

2

)
]/
(

n
2

)
1
2 [
∑

i

(
ai

2

)
+
∑

j

(
bj

2

)
] − [
(

ai

2

) (
bj

2

)
]/
(

n
2

) (13)

5.4 Experimental Results

In this section, the performance of the proposed method is compared with that of the two existing
related methods (i.e., BoM and VIPS), in terms of the selected metrics (i.e., precision, recall, and
ARI), based on the three public datasets. The performance results can be verified by labeled ground
truth. The results are shown in Table 4, where the column headed with “Total” contains the results
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Fig. 7. The performance results on the merged datasets.

Fig. 8. The precision results of our method and the two existing methods, BoM and VIPS, on the three public

datasets.

obtained by using the three datasets together and the columns headed with “Correct” contain the
average number of correctly labeled elements of webpages in each dataset.

As shown in the table, our method outperforms both BoM and VIPS on all metrics under the
three individual datasets and the total merged dataset. Considering the merged dataset, our method
reaches 39.9% in precision, 42.4% in recall, and 0.518 in ARI, which improves the performance
significantly in comparison with the other two methods. The highlights are summarized below:

• 27.8% and 57.7% improvements against BoM and VIPS, respectively, on precision;
• 49.8% and 61.8% improvements against BoM and VIPS, respectively, on recall;
• 13.1% and 27.9% improvements against BoM and VIPS, respectively, on ARI.

Figure 7 depicts the distributions of the precision, recall and ARI of our proposed method and
the two comparing methods on the total merged datasets. The figure shows that our method out-
performs both BoM and VIPS on precision, recall and ARI. For precision, Figure 7(a) shows that
nearly 50% results reach 0.4 and more on precision, which is better than BoM (40% results reach
0.4 and more) and VIPS (30% results reach 0.4 and more). Similar conclusion can be drawn on
Figure 7(b) and (c). In both Figure 7(a) and (b), there are several leaps on lines, like at x = 0.5 of
precision and recall. The reason of these leaps is that for some webpages, the number of segmented
areas in ground-truth or segmentation results can be very small. For example, with a simple web-
page, there can only be two segmented areas. The evaluation results, precision and recall, of these
webpages can be accumulated at 1

2 or 1
3 , which shows a leap on the figure. The line of ARI is more

smooth, as it compares every element on webpages, which allows certain inconstancy.
Figures 8 and 9 show the results of precision and recall on the three datasets. The box plot is

used for plotting, because it is widely used for performance comparison with multiple datasets.
To evaluate the performance of methods with different kinds of webpages, Dpop (popular web-

pages) and Dr and (random webpages) are collected at the same time. In Table 4, all methods
achieve better precision and recall on Dr and than Dpop , since popular webpages tend to be more
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Fig. 9. The recall results of our method and the two existing methods, BoM and VIPS, on the three public

datasets.

sophisticated with more contents. On the other hand, popular webpages are better organized and
designed, which is shown in Figures 8 and 9 that the degree of dispersion of the results is smaller
on Dpop for BoM and VIPS. For example, in Figure 8(a), the range between first quartile and third
quartile of VIPS is less than 0.1, and in Figure 8(b), the range is more than 0.3. The degree of dis-
persion of our method is rather stable comparing to the other two methods, which indicates that
our method can perform stably on various types of webpages.
Dpop and Dnew are popular webpages collected at different time. According to Table 4, VIPS and

BoM have performance loss on precision and recall from Dpop to Dnew . With the development of
front-end technologies, webpages contain more dynamic contents nowadays and become visually
more complicated. Since VIPS is only based on visual features, it suffers the performance loss due to
visual complicacy. Another aforementioned trend of webpage design in Section 3 is to utilize front-
end frameworks to build webpages, resulting in more complex and less logical DOM organization.
Because BoM extracts features from DOM organization, this kind of development of webpages
undermines the performance of the BoM method. Combining visual, logic and semantic features,
the performance of our method stays stably on Dpop and Dnew datasets. The results indicate that
our method can be useful for modern webpage development.

As for ARI, it indicates the segmentation performance on a more subtle level of every single
DOM element with texts on webpages. ARI treats the segmentation as a clustering process, which
does not require exact match. Besides the results in Table 4, in Figure 7(c) our method acquires a
better distribution than BoM and VIPS. The results indicate that our method performs better than
the other two methods on a finer granularity.

6 LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK

In Section 5, we demonstrate that the two-step method proposed in this study performs better
than the existing methods. However, there are also limitations shown during the process. First is
that the clustering and grouping can be further fine tuned to achieve better performance. Some
parameters in the method are based on our assumptions on human reading habit, which can be
evaluated with more experiments. In the future work, the parameters can be tuned on training
datasets, and the model needs to be tested on a real world system with unseen datasets. We design
the two-stage method in this article to improve the semantic analysis on the webpages. In our
method, the chosen statistical features may not fully meet the potential of the Stage 1 clustering.
As shown in Figure 10, the paragraphs with similar subjects are separated into different blocks by
our method because they contain the texts with different formats. With semantic analysis methods
like Natural Language Processing (NLP), it may yield better results when the subject of paragraphs
is considered during the grouping process.

For Stage 2, the work in this article can be further improved in two directions: (1) improving
the semantic analysis method with NLP and (2) improving the time efficiency by making real-time
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Fig. 10. A limitation example.

segmentation. Besides optimizing the method itself, the applications of block layout need to be
explored. For example, the proposed method can be used to help analyze or design user interfaces
in various platforms, such as mobile applications [19] and search engines [25].

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have proposed a two-stage webpage segmentation method that combines visual,
logic, and semantic features of contents. Three real-world and public datasets of webpages have
been used to evaluate the performance of our proposed method. As the results show, our method
has outperformed two existing related methods, in terms of higher precision, recall, and ARI, on all
the three datasets. The performance analysis has shown that our method can work well in complex
and dynamic webpages using modern front-end technologies and frameworks.
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